The effect of aging on cell-cycle kinetics and X-ray-induced chromosome aberrations in cultured lymphocytes from patients with Down syndrome.
To evaluate the effects of aging on cytogenetic characteristics of lymphocytes from Down syndrome (DS), cell-cycle kinetics after PHA stimulation and chromosome-type aberration frequencies after X-ray exposure were investigated in vitro in the lymphocytes derived from 4 (or 3 for X-ray treatment) age groups of DS patients and age-matched controls. The results clearly showed higher mitotic and proliferation index levels in younger groups compared to older groups at the various culture intervals, whether the lymphocytes were from the DS patients or controls. The age-related changes of the proliferation index were mainly attributed to a delayed response to PHA as age increased. The changes of PHA responses seemed to be particularly marked during adolescence. Nonetheless, no significant differences were observed between the DS patients and age-matched controls for each age group. In all age groups, frequencies of both chromosome-type exchanges and deletions were elevated in the DS patients by about 1.3 times in comparison with the controls. The magnitude of radiosensitivity, however, seemed to decrease slightly in the 40-49-year group. To our knowledge, the present study is the first report in the literature to deal with the effect of aging on the greater radiosensitivity of DS lymphocytes.